Preparations for a search of the muon EDM at PSI
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Abstract. Electric dipole moments (EDMs) of fundamental particles violate time invariance and the combined symmetry of charge and parity (CP). The existence of a large muon EDM (μEDM) is made plausible by tensions with Standard Model predictions for semileptonic decays of heavy meson measured at LHCb, BaBar, and Belle, as well as the muon’s anomalous magnetic moment (AMM). A discovery of the μEDM would manifest CP and lepton flavor universality (LFU) violation, revealing physics beyond the SM (BSM). The most sensitive muEDM search to date provides an upper limit of $1.8 \times 10^{-18} \text{ e·cm}$ (CL 95%), extracted from high-precision data collected to measure the muon AMM. At the Paul Scherrer Institute, we are setting up a dedicated search for the muEDM using, for the first time, the frozen-spin technique to target an ultimate sensitivity better than $6 \times 10^{-23} \text{ e·cm}$. This novel technique increases the sensitivity to EDM-induced spin precession by cancelling the AMM-induced precession with the application of a precisely tuned electric field perpendicular to the muon momentum and the magnetic field. In this configuration, the dominant source of precession is the EDM coupling to the large relativistic electric field in the muon rest frame, generated by its motion in a strong 3 T uniform magnetic field. In a precursor experiment, we will apply the frozen-spin technique in a compact solenoid demonstrating a sensitivity of better than $3 \times 10^{-21} \text{ e·cm}$, probing uncharted and otherwise inaccessible territory in BSM theories.

1 Introduction

Electric dipole moments (EDMs) of fundamental particles violate time-reversal and, invoking the CPT-theorem [1], the combined symmetry of charge conjugation and parity inversion (CP). More than 70 years ago, E.M. Purcell, N.F. Ramsey, and their student J.H. Smith [2] searched for an EDM of the neutron for the first time. The second search was performed using muons, measuring their longitudinal decay asymmetry after being deflected by a dipole magnet [3] resulting in an upper limit of $2.8 \times 10^{-15} \text{ e·cm}$ (CL 95%). Since then, many searches around the world with increasing sensitivity on neutrons, atoms, and molecules [4, 5] have been concluded so far without detection.

The latest search for a muon EDM using Brookhaven National Lab’s g-2 storage ring data [6], and searching for a vertical oscillation, longitudinal with respect to the main magnetic field, resulted in the current upper limit of $1.8 \times 10^{-19} \text{ e·cm}$ (CL 95%) [7]. Using existing data from the measurements of the anomalous magnetic moment (AMM), (g-2)/2, of the muon to search for the muon EDM is economical but cannot overcome the intrinsic limitation due to the measurement of an oscillation amplitude instead of its frequency or phase. Within the historically predominant paradigm, in which lepton flavor universality and minimal flavor violation were assumed almost universally, BSM physics, a dedicated muon EDM search did not seem attractive. It was assumed that the stringent limit on the electron EDM deduced from measurements using atoms or molecules, e.g. thorium oxide molecules $d_e < 1.1 \times 10^{-20} \text{ e·cm}$ (CL 90%) [8], could be naively rescaled by the ratio $m_\mu/m_e$, resulting in a limit of $d_\mu < 2.3 \times 10^{-27} \text{ e·cm}$ (CL 90%), which is eight orders of magnitude better than the direct limit $d_e < 1.5 \times 10^{-19} \text{ e·cm}$ (CL 90%). Since no new particles elucidating BSM physics have been found at the LHC yet [9, 10], the assumptions of this bygone paradigm are being relinquished. This motivates the study of flavor-violating processes and hence a direct search for the muon EDM, independent of the electron EDM limit.

When indirect effects are tested [11], high-precision measurements have access to energies that exceed the reach of the LHC. Intriguingly, the most substantial evidence for BSM appears in semileptonic B-meson decays with heavy leptons, especially with muons [12–14], at LHCb, Belle, and BaBar, violating lepton flavor universality (LFU), and in the evidence of the muon $g-2$ discrepancy with SM expectations [15, 16]. These striking hints for new physics are incompatible with minimal flavor violation (MFV) in the lepton sector [17]. In effective-field theories, the imaginary part of the Wilson coefficient, of
which the real part gives rise to the g-2 of a lepton, also gives rise to the EDM [18, 19]. This intrinsic connection of the EDM to the g-2 and the tantalising evidence for LFU violation can only be tested by a dedicated high-sensitivity search for the muon EDM.

2 The frozen-spin technique in a compact solenoid

The EDM of a charged particle with charge $q$ and spin $\hbar/2$, $\vec{s}$, can be described as $d = \eta q \vec{s}/(2mc)$ and leads to a two-fold energy splitting when exposed to an electric field with

$$\Delta E = 2\vec{d} \cdot \vec{E},$$

(1)

corresponding to a transition frequency between the upper and lower energy states of $\omega_{\pm} = 2d|E|/\hbar$. As the spin is an axial vector while the electric field is a vector, the scalar product of the two violates time and parity symmetry, and by the CPT theorem [1] also the combined symmetry of charge conjugation and parity (CP).

The spin dynamics of a charged particle with spin $\hbar/2$ in a magnetic and electric field is described by the Thomas-Bargman, Michel, and Telegdi [20, 21] equation,

$$\vec{\dot{\omega}} = \vec{\omega}_{\perp} - \vec{\omega}_0,$$

$$\vec{\dot{\omega}}_{\perp} = -\frac{q}{m} a \vec{B} - \frac{aqy}{(y+1)} \left( \beta \cdot \vec{B} \right) \beta - \left( a + \frac{1}{1-y^2} \right) \frac{\vec{\beta} \times \vec{E}}{c},$$

(2)

where $\vec{\omega}_{\perp}$ and $\vec{\omega}_0$ are the relativistic cyclotron and Larmor frequency, respectively and $a = (q-2)/2$ is the anomalous magnetic moment. This will result in a precession of the spin aligned with the magnetic field, $\vec{\omega} \parallel \vec{B}$, indicated by the gray ellipse in Fig. 1.

An EDM $\vec{d}$ will result in an additional oscillation,

$$\vec{\omega}_e = \frac{\eta q}{2m} \left[ \beta \times \vec{B} + \frac{\vec{E}}{c} - \frac{yc}{(y+1)} (\beta \cdot \vec{E}) \beta \right],$$

(3)

perpendicular to momentum and magnetic field. To employ the frozen-spin technique, the electric field must be tuned so that

$$a\vec{B} = \left( a - \frac{1}{\gamma^2 - 1} \right) \frac{\beta \times \vec{E}}{c},$$

(4)

with $|E| = a|B|e\beta^2$, which, in the nominal case of $\vec{B} \perp \beta$, results in $\vec{\omega}_e = 0$ and the spin is permanently aligned, i.e., frozen, to the momentum. Therefore, in the presence of an EDM one will observe a spin precession $\vec{\omega}_{\perp} \parallel (\beta \times \vec{B})$.

The frozen-spin technique benefits from a continuous build-up of the phase $\omega_{\perp} t$, and results in high statistical sensitivities. Two stages are considered at PSI. In the first phase (phase I) we will use surface muons with $p \approx 30\text{ MeV}/c$, while in the final setup (phase II) we would like to profit from the high flux available with $p = 125\text{ MeV}/c$ muons from pions decaying in flight. In a magnetic field of 3 T this results in an EDM sensitivity for a single muon of $\sigma(d_{\mu}) \approx 2 \times 10^{-17} e\text{-cm}$, for a muon beam from decays of pions at rest and in flight, respectively. This, in turn, results in an electric field for the frozen-spin condition of $E_t = 0.3 \text{ MV/m}$ or $E_t = 1.9 \text{ MV/m}$.

In both phases we will inject the muons off-axis along the solenoid field direction. For a high injection rate, the muons need to pass through a dedicated collimation channel, which also includes a magnetic shield made of superconductors, as the acceptance phase space would be extremely small without the magnetic shield as a result of the magnetic mirror effect. The muons then spiral along the magnetic field to the center of the solenoid, where a quadrupole magnetic kick within the weakly focusing field region will twist the muon momentum onto a stable storage orbit. This longitudinal injection, also known as vertical injection, was first described in [22]. It profits from the advantage that the injection channel is far from the magnetically sensitive region of the storage zone and from a long delay, of the order of about 100 ns, between detecting a suitable muon using an entrance detector and the application of the magnetic kick. Table 1 summarizes all the

| Sensitivity (e\text{-cm}) | <3 \times 10^{-21} | <6 \times 10^{-23} |

Table 1. Annual statistical sensitivity of the muon EDM measurement of phase I and II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>phase I</th>
<th>phase II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Muon flux ($\mu^+ / s$)</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel transmission</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection efficiency</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muon storage rate (1/s)</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$360 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma factor $\gamma$</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic field (T)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric field (kV/cm)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e^+$ detection rate (1/s)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>$90 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detections per 200 days</td>
<td>$8.64 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^{12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean decay asymmetry</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial polarization $P_0$</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (e\text{-cm})</td>
<td>&lt;3 \times 10^{-21}</td>
<td>&lt;6 \times 10^{-23}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Illustration of the spin precession due to the AMM and the EDM of the muon.
factors necessary for the statistical sensitivity analysis in both phases.

3 Demonstration experiment using an existing solenoid

In the first phase, we intend to use an existing solenoid with a field of 3 T to demonstrate all the techniques necessary for the muon EDM search deploying the frozen-spin technique. A conceptual sketch is shown in Fig. 2. Muons with momentum of $P \approx 30$ MeV/c from the decay of pions at rest with a polarization better than 95 % will be injected into a collimation tube of inner diameter ID = 15 mm and length $\ell \approx 800$ mm within a magnetic shield. While the collimation is the first step in reducing the phase space of the injected beam so as to match it to the tiny acceptance phase space, the magnetic superconducting shield (SC-channel) is essential to transport the muons from the low-field region at the exit of the beamline to the high-field region inside the solenoid. A set of correction coils will reduce the field gradient between the injection area at the exit of the collimation tube to increase the acceptance phase space. Once a muon is injected into the solenoid, a thin entrance scintillator in anticoincidence with a set of active apertures generates an entrance signal for muons within the acceptance phase space, which triggers a magnetic pulse in the center of the solenoid. The 100 ns short quadrupole magnetic pulse (pulse coil) twists the remaining longitudinal momentum, along the solenoid field, of the incident muon in the transverse direction. The muon is hence stored on a stable orbit inside the weakly-focusing field. An electric field $E_f = 3$ kV/cm at the storage orbit is applied between two coaxial electrodes and establishes the frozen-spin technique. A combination of straw tubes and scintillating fiber mats track the decay positron to measure the $g = 2$ frequency and the longitudinal asymmetry. The measurement of the $g = 2$ frequency, $\omega_0$, will serve as a sensitive magnetic field probe. In addition, we will tune the $E$ field for the frozen-spin condition by measuring $\omega_d$ as a function of the applied electric field and interpolate to $\omega_d(E) = 0$.

4 Injection into the solenoid field

In a first step, we will demonstrate the off-axis injection into the solenoid and through a collimation channel inside a magnetic shield. In the fringe field of the solenoid magnet, below 1 T, we will use a thick iron tube as a magnetic shield. Above 1 T and up to 3 T a shield made of superconductor (SC) will be deployed. More than fifty years ago, Firth et al. demonstrated this for a 1.75 T bubble chamber at CERN [23] and it is used today, for example, in the BNL/FNAL (g-2) experiment [24]. The principal idea is that once the superconducting shield is cooled below the critical temperature $T_c$, ramping of the outside field will induce persistent currents inside the superconductor that counteract with the outside field. Therefore, the field inside the SC shield will remain as low as before the magnet was ramped. This effect persists if the shield is sufficiently thick and the mean lifetime of the shielding current is long enough. Once the field starts to penetrate, the outside field needs to be ramped down, and the superconducting shield can be reset by warming up above the critical temperature. We will test Nb-Ti/Nb/Cu sheets from the Wigner Research Center in Budapest, wound and clamped around a copper tube of ID=15 mm, and a design based on high-temperature superconducting ribbons / tapes wound helically onto a copper tube of the same diameter. Similar tests [25, 26] showed promising results for the Nb-Ti/Nb/Cu sheets, while the HTS ribbon design did not adequately shield against the outside field. We will investigate whether different mounting techniques and more layers of the helical wound HTS result in a sufficient shielding factor. This would be favorable as only liquid nitrogen temperature will be required if the final experiment’s magnet also deploys HTS coils. We are currently preparing finite element models of superconducting shields (for illustration, see Fig. 3), and benchmark single layer models against physical prototypes (see Fig. 4). For the HTS shields, we are setting up a test facility using a liquid nitrogen bath and a Helmholtz coil. We will measure the shielding factor by taking the ratio of magnetic fields inside the tubes when the coil is ramped to the maximum field at room temperature and 70 K.
5 Conclusion

At PSI we are setting up an experiment to search for the electric dipole moment of the muon using the frozen-spin technique. In the next few years, we will demonstrate essential experimental techniques using an existing solenoid magnet with a field strength of 3 T. For the injection of muons into the high-field region, we will deploy a SC shield made of either Nb-Ti/Nb/Cu sheets or HTS ribbon wound around a collimation tube. In this initial phase, we plan to demonstrate the frozen-spin technique by searching for muon EDM with a sensitivity of better than $3 \times 10^{-21} \, e \cdot cm$ using surface muons. In phase II, using an optimized highly uniform magnetic field and muons with a momentum of at least 125 MeV/$c$, we aim for a sensitivity of at least $6 \times 10^{-23} \, e \cdot cm$.
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